
87% love our products

77% would recommend

“We’ve halved our testing time”

“Zero defects reach production”
“Hundreds of man hours saved”

“Sleep easy the night before go-live”

Your tech stack isn’t limited to just Infor. That’s why our
solution is built to work across Infor and any integrated
application whether cloud, on-premise or even green screen.

Identify every software change, whether expected or not.

Comprehensive test capture speeds up bug resolution so

you can go live with confidence.

Your system users hold the knowledge, so use them! Our
platform is code-free and user-friendly which means you
can get up and running in minutes.

Original Software has been helping
businesses step into the future of
testing and deliver quality software
for over 25 years through a range of
code-free testing solutions.

Over the past 10 years, we’ve
become the go-to testing partner
on Infor’s Marketplace working with
Infor ERP customers in the cloud, on-
premise, or running over IBM i.

Peace of mind from having proof of testing with rich, full audit

trails, to satisfy stakeholder requirements and help you meet

regulatory compliance for quality.

How our solution can help...

Whether you’re on-premise or running CloudSuite,

our comprehensive testing platform allows you to

test your business processes across Infor and any

integrated app. We can help you handle your

Infor updates with ease, reducing defect

resolution time and risk in your business.

Infor Testing

Reduce bugs, reduce risk 

No code, non-technical software

Test every process end-to-end

Quick and easy test capture, a central place to organise and
see your testing, with smart, automated features that
combine to chop your testing time in half.

Speed up your testing cycles

Test evidence at your fingertips

Proudly working with

Why us?

Join the happiest customers in testing

https://marketplace.infor.com/en-US/apps/418383/original-software---testassist


Our solutions

Solution in action

With over 2,000 test cases and a major Infor M3
upgrade across 6 countries looming, Valmet
needed to improve the speed and the quality of
their testing and project management. Working
with Original Software, they were able to speed
up defect reporting and halve their testing time
during this critical pan-european upgrade.

IBM i TESTING

An advanced, privacy-compliant data creation
and maintenance solution for the IBM i

 Nadja Westen - Global ERP owner 

USER ACCEPTANCE TESTING

End-to-end, any platform testing for business
users that halves UAT time

TEST AUTOMATION

Rapid, AI-powered, 100% code-free test
automation across any application

PROCESS DOCUMENTATION

Automatic screen and process capture that
aids training, documentation and automation

TEST MANAGEMENT

Complete application quality management from
planning to deployment in a unified view

MANUAL TESTING

Scripted and exploratory testing that captures
every step for faster defect resolution

“Originally we had planned for 3

months to test the M3 upgrade in 6

countries. With these tools we have

cut that time in half and saved 3 -

4,000 hours.”

originalsoftware.com

Read the full case study here...

https://originalsoftware.com/
https://originalsoftware.com/resource/case-study/valmet-halves-testing-time/

